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Entity Name
Trade Name
(DBA)
Facility Address

736 NE Martin Luther King Jr Blvd

"'t'Portland

Mailing Address

736 NE Martin Luther King Jr Blvd.
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Email : jessica@ofmeds.com

Website : www.oregons-finest.com
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Please describe how your business will ensure that no one under the age of 21 is
admitted, and how your business will educate patrons on the risks of marijuana use
mtnors.

Every customer must have their lD check at the door. No one under the age of 21 is allowed to enter or access any Oregon's
Finest location. The only time an exception may be made is when a medical patient over the age of 18 enters our retail
location or a person under the age of 21 is providing a service like electrical work. All patients entering the building must either
be logged into the Point of Sale system or signed into the visitor log.
Patients Name, Date of Birth, OMMP # and Date of lD expiration are entered into the Point of Sale at the time the patient
first arrives and is reverified at checkout
Employees are trained with weekly email correspondence and frequent staff meetings on Oregon Health Authority and
OLCC compliance matters regarding medical and recreational sales
Signage is used as a means of communication and discouragement to those under 21. Posted at Entry:
. NO MINORS PERMITTED ANYWHERE ON THIS PREMISES/SE PROHIBE MENORES DE EDAD EN ESTE LOCAL
Mandatory lD and visible signs of intoxication training
Warning labels on all medicated product with universal cannabis and hemp symbols
Oregon's Finest supplies the OHA required 3.5 x 5 handout at every Point of Sale Transaction:
. One side covers the dangers of ingesting cannabis while pregnant and the effects of breastfeeding and cannabis
. Other side covers the dangers of children ingesting cannabis
Oregon's Finest engages both its employees and cuslomers about the risk of cannabis use by minors and discusses
child-resistant packaging with every customer and the importance of keeping things at home out of reach.
. Warning labels on all medicated product with universal cannabis and hemp symbols
Employees are trained with weekly emails and frequent staff meetings on Oregon Health Authority and OLCC compliance
matters
Following OLCC rules, we ensure thal70%, if not greater, of our marketing audience is over the age of 21
Packaging is thoroughly inspected and checked to ensure that it is not appealing to minors before it is considered for
purchase
. Oregon's Finest has promoted the Denver born "Cookies & Juice" campaign that raised awareness that not all cookies and
juices are for kids
Oregon's Finest has created in-store hand outs promoting "Go Low & Slow'' as set of suggestions for customers that are
trying edibles for the first time and how to store them out of reach of children
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Please describe how your business will prevent cannabis products from being
consumed around or near your business.

It is illegal for 21+ adults to consume cannabis in public. Oregon's Finest does not allow
on-site consumption of cannabis or tobacco. The following are measures Oregon's Finest
takes to mitigate consumption in the immediate store vicinities:
. Employees are trained to actively monitor the property and surrounding areas for illicit
consumption. They are trained to discourage public consumption and to refer customers to
whatslegal.org for questions. The What's Legal.Org Poster is prominently displayed as you
enter and exit the building.
. Employees are trained with regular emails and staff meetings on compliance matters
regarding the need to mitigate any irresponsible consumption in public or the vicinity of our
stores.
. Oregon's Finest entire building is under recorded video surveillance
. Signage:
. NO ON-SITE CONSUIVIPTION OF MARIJUANA/PROHIBIDO CONSUIVER MARIJUANA
EN ESTE SITIO
. MARIJUANA OR MARIJUANA INFUSED PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE CONSUMED IN
PUBLIC
. Employees are trained to educate customers about child-resistant packaging, exit bags, and
the needs to make sure it's kept in its child-resistant packaging until the customer is home.
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Please describe how your business wi!l prevent and address potentia! negative
impacts to neighborhood livability such as noise, parking, garbage, or loitering
from your patrons.

Oregon's Finest's mission is "to promote health through the finest cannabis as a leading
regenerative organization." lVany of Oregon's Finest's policies, actions, and procedures positively
effect our neighborhood.
. Oregon's Finest Convention Center supplies a parking lot for all of its patrons to mitigate
parking concerns
. Oregon's Finest Pearl reimburses our customer's on-street parking to encourage legal parking
. Oregon's Finest participates in a monthly art walk at the Pearl Neighborhood Location and also
features new art on a monthly rotation at the both the Convention Center and Pearl Location
. Local Portland artists are featured and promoted
. Commercial garbage pick-up is contracted and paid for
. Oregon's Finest follows the cultural mores of the neighborhood it occupies by establishing
operating hours similar to those of the retail shops that surround it
. Regular sweeping and pick-up of the outside of the building and surrounding areas
. Paid Employee participation in neighborhood trash and recycling events, and we are Green
Street Stewards, volunteering to clean our neighborhood bioswales
. Awarded Master Cleaners (35+hrs volunteer time) in 2018
. Awarded Trash Champions (75+ gallons of trash picked up) in 2019
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Please briefly describe your business's process to respond to and resolve
complaints and/or concerns from neighboring businesses or residences.

At all Oregon's Finest locations the expectation is to be a good neighbor and to be
pro-active when it comes to possible irritants. !f something unforeseen does occur that
causes a neighbor to complain, the following framework would be used as a guide to
find resolution:

. lt is expected that complaints will be documented and promptly acknowledged
. lf an employee is unsure which person on the management team to sort the
complaint to, they should default to the Director of Operations and Finance.
. lf investigation is warranted, it will be planned and executed
. The investigation should address factual issues and consider options that would
resolve the complaint
. A written response will be drafted and be clear and informative
. lf the complainant is not satisfied with the response, Oregon's Finest will seek next
seek legal counsel
. Any systemic issues that arise from complaints will be considered and if appropriate,
acted upon
. OF held an Open House in the Pearl District and Convention Center location shortly
after opening that invited all of their neighbors to come and meet the staff and to ask
any questions of the business.
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